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Friday Favorites: February Edition Happy March! This month is flying right by for us, and I am
happy to report it was a successful month. We have settled in here in North Kansas City, and are
enjoying our change of scenery. The weather is terrific in February, we get lots of sun and it stays
pretty warm (duh), so a lot of our living has been outside and we spent a lot of time outside walking
in the nearby trails. And since we have been working on the house and yard, our days off are spent
cleaning and organizing. I have managed to devote most of my time to sewing. I joined Quiltmaker
Magazine's Sewing in the Open challenge, and have completed three patches. I also joined Quilt
Shop's Spring Into Spring contest, and have two more to finish. A little progress here and there has
kept me from burning out! Here are some of my favorite picks for the
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